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My school has more than thirty rooms for classes. Parents always want their children to be the best, so they
choose the best school. Future of the any person or country depends on the education system strategy
followed. Education is the necessity of life. There is only one way to all dreams which is good education.
After this, the main gate is located on which name of my school is written. This industry is growing at the rate
of  My school bestows not only knowledge but also ethical conduct. Child must live with you. So the
imaginations that he attains at primary level stick to him forever and he thinks in the same way throughout his
life. Sports also hold a good position in my school. The quality of teaching in elementary schools is not up to
the mark. They are entertained by students by doing small skids and acts which give some moral lesson. The
primary step in getting an education is school. These costs depend heavily on the cost and quality of services
provided. School-based health and nutrition programs have also proven successful. During these times, some
children draw or paint, some play house , some play with puzzles while some listen to the teacher read a story
aloud. It needs active participation by everyone to enhance the level of education system in the country. It is a
perfect example of modern and old education as well as of architecture. School is the place where inherent
capabilities of students are trimmed and they a given an absolute path for their life. It is the education which
distinguishes a man from others. It is confusing and perplexing for the first time as parents trying to discover a
way to approach child education. My school is very good at extra-curricular activities. Students take the test
regularly, and their parents are informed about their children performance. Since the enactment of the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act IDEA Public Law in and its amendments, PL and PL in , the
educational system has moved away from self-contained special education classrooms to inclusion, leading
special education teachers to practice in a wider variety of settings. School is the place which inaugurates the
first step in understanding the teachings. My school also has a library, and each class has to visit the library
once a week. Teachers assist children to explain what happened, before any decision to punish is made.
Students who passed from my school serve the country. Preschools also adopt American ideas about justice,
such as the rule of law and the idea that everyone is innocent until proven guilty. We should encourage the
education in the backward areas by letting them know the benefits of education. It makes him self-reliant,
economically as well as emotionally by increasing his self confidence. Other co-curricular and extra-curricular
activities are held by the school, these remove shyness from the students. I study in write name of your school.
There is a thorough examination system. One of the major challenges that child education faces is when
parents are introduced to child education for their children for the first time there appears thousand of
researchers and resources saying a lot of things. Location My old Primary school was based in Northampton,
it was surrounded by house which formed a border around the school field, we had two major parks near the
site it had one main road for entry which gener We must make a balance in the facilities for education for all
to bring equality among people as well as equal individual development all through the country. It has a
canteen as well. Teachers also review the notebooks of students so they should be covered appropriately. A
higher quality of educational provisions for children living in rural areas will be another goal for the Chinese
government.


